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		This book provides an excellent review of the modern management of heart disease in pregnancy, introducing related state-of-the-art research.

	
		Maternal circulatory status dynamically changes throughout pregnancy and delivery. The number of pregnancies complicated by cardiovascular disease has increased in recent years due to better outcomes for patients with congenital heart disease as a result of improved surgical techniques, newly diagnosed cardiovascular diseases such as channelopathy, and increased maternal age.

	
		Pregnancy once was a contraindication for women with cardiovascular disease; however, it has been found that many women with cardiovascular disease can tolerate pregnancy and delivery. On the other hand, cardiovascular events including maternal death do occur in some cases.

	
		Clinical knowledge and skills in both obstetrics and cardiology are required to manage pregnancy accompanied by cardiovascular disease. Seen in that light, this book provides essential reading for obstetricians, cardiologists, anesthesiologists, and all medical personnel involved in the care of pregnant women with heart disease and congenital cardiac disease.
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Foundations of Popfly: Rapid Mashup Development (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2008
When I heard that Microsoft was developing a mashup creation tool, I knew two things: one, that I wanted to get access to it as soon as possible, and two, that I wanted to write a book about it.

Mashups are all the rage. The explosion of public APIs by the who’s who in the Web 2.0 world (Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, and so on) has...
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Imaging for Forensics and Security: From Theory to Practice (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2009
Imaging for Forensics and Security: From Theory to Practice provides a detailed analysis of new imaging and pattern recognition techniques for the understanding and deployment of biometrics and forensic techniques as practical solutions to increase security. It contains a collection of the recent advances in the technology ranging from...
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Podcasting BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"This is the book that you'll want to read about podcasting—the technology that everyday people, in addition to the big-name radio networks, are using to broadcast to the world."
    — Robert Scoble, Vice President Media Development, Podtech.net
    Create and market successful podcasts from your desktop, for...
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Combinatorial Algorithms for Computers and Calculators (Computer science and applied mathematics)Academic Press, 1978

	Since the appearance in 1975 of this work, the field of combinatorial algorithms has continued its rapid evolution. We have substantially rewritten several of the chapters in order to take account of theoretical or algorithmic improvements, and to clarify the presentation.

	

	The result has been that a number of speedups,...
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Canon EOS 70DO'Reilly, 2014

	The logic for determining the significance of model numbers for the various Canon DSLR models can appear nonexistent. By inference, we've concluded that the EOS ID series—with its various alphabetic suffixes and Mark qualifiers—is the top-of-the-line professional DSLR body. Other single-digit D- series DSLR bodies are...
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Grant Writing For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Learn to:

	
		Navigate federal grant databases and apply online for grants
	
		Find the most current public and private sector grant opportunities
	
		Create strong statements of need
	
		Submit applications that meet funders’ expectations



	Your comprehensive...
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